How to never run out of things to blog about
By Michelle Vranizan Rafter
When you first start blogging, it’s easy to come up with things to write about. Especially if you’ve been
contemplating starting a blog for awhile, you probably have a stockpile of ideas you can’t wait to get online.
But after a few weeks or months, you may wake up one morning, turn on the computer and realize, I got
nothing.
Some bloggers never get past that point, which explains why so many blogs are abandoned each year.
But it’s not hard to come up with blog post subjects, even when the idea well appears to have run dry.
In fact, after blogging for a while, you may see inspiration for blog posts in almost anything you do, see or say.
When it comes to coming up with ideas for blog posts, here are some common tricks of the trade:
Read through comments your readers are leaving – Are they asking questions? Are there certain things they
comment on more than others? If so, those questions or comments could be the kernels of other posts.
Read other blogs – Look for blogs on topics you write about to see if there are common themes or timely
topics you could pick up on your own blog, and refer back to the original of course.
Read, watch or listen to the news – Use a news event, commentary or trend as a starting point.
Give advice – Blog readers love how-tos and lists, especially if it’s not something they’re already read 100
times before.
Read posts by popular bloggers – Old pros like Chris Brogan or ProBlogger have written extensively on how
to consistently come up with ideas for blog posts. Here’s Christ Brogan’s Best of list of his most popular blog
posts ever, and a good one from ProBlogger called A freelance writer is always full of ideas.
Re-read your older posts. Is there a thread or idea you could expand on? Is there something you overlooked
the first time you that’s screaming to be said? Does something warrant an update?
Review comments you leave on other people’s blogs. Could your reply serve as the basis for your own post. I
tend to do this a lot – hey, as long as I’m writing something, I might as well use it on my own blog, right? In
fact, this post started out as reply to a message I read on a writer’s forum from a freelancer who was worried
she’d run out of things to say on her almost month-old blog (maybe she should check out that ProBlogger post).
Ask for suggestions. It’s not admitting defeat to ask for help, especially from the people who already read you
– they’re there because they’re interested in what you have to say, so ask them what they’d like to hear more of.
I never know when I’ll get an idea for a blog post, and if I don’t act quickly, it could fly away forever. So when
inspiration strikes and I’m at my keyboard, I scroll over to my blog and write up a few quick notes. Then when I
have time to sit down and compose a post I don’t have to start from scratch. If I pound out a rough draft in the
heat of the moment I can capture the emotion of what inspired me to write in the first place. I can always go
back later – the next day or even a week or month later – with my editor hat on, rework what I’ve written so it
reads better and add links, images, etc.

When I started blogging I had a dozen or so blog posts started in my drafts queue. Nineteen months into it, I’ve
got the beginnings of 60+ posts hanging out in my drafts queue – some are a few sentences, others just titles and
still others I should probably delete because they’re outdated or I can’t remember what they were supposed to
be about.
But I can’t imagine running out of things to say.

